
 

 

 

 

Versenykiírás 
Slovak Cup – Kremnica-Skalka (SK) 

Magyar Síroller Kupa 2. forduló 
 

 
Date starts: 14/08/2021 (Saturday) 
Venue of the race: Kremnica, Skalka 
 
Cross-country skiing races: - are part of the Slovak Cup series in cross-country skiing 
 
- races with the classic technique with an interval start 

- is raced according to the Competition Rules in cross-country skiing 2021 issued by the CA SLA and these 
propositions 
- public participation in the race is without restriction 
- in case of unforeseen events, the race may be canceled or translated, of which running clubs and the 
general public will be informed in good time through the media and the website. 
  
Applications: 
 - online on the SLA website www.slovak-ski.sk, application form for ROLL races: http://www.slovak-
ski.sk/bezecke-lyzovanie/tlaciva-a-vzdelavanie.html 
- by e-mail to info@bielastopa.eu valid after confirmation 
- applications must also include the type of binding (salomon / rottefela = SNS / NNN) - the deadline for 
applications is by August 13, 2021 at 3:00 p.m. 

 - Entries after this deadline will be charged twice the entry fee. 
 
List: 
 We ask that the representatives of the clubs generate a "List of competitors" of their club from the SLA 
website and then have it confirmed at the SLA only after they have registered for the event. 
http://www.slovak-ski.sk/bezecke-lyzovanie/tlaciva-a-vzdelavanie.html 
 Categories and length of tracks: 
 The organizer does not list the student category. The other categories are listed in the table 
category                      year of birth        age    prescription km 
Men, juniors                 2003 and older 18 - 99 10 
 Women, juniors          2003 and older 18 - 99 10 
Older adolescents      2004 - 2005      16 - 17  6 

Older adolescents      2004 - 2005      16 - 17  6 
Younger adolescents 2006 - 2007      14 - 15  6 
Younger adolescents 2006 - 2007      14 - 15  6 
 
Entry fee: 
 Payment at presentation in cash. entry fee 
Athlete with a valid BU SLA card listed on the club list € 7.00 
 entries after the deadline and other competitors - public races € 15.00 
 
Track: 
 leads along the state road between Kremnica and Skalka 

 start 6 km of track - is above Krahulská turn 
start of 10 km of track - is at Bobo bar above the evangelical church end of the paddock - Skalka at the 
R.Cillík stadium 
The race takes place during full road traffic. 
 
Start at 10 km: 10:00 Kremnica - Bobo bar 
- by category, first women then men 
- interval start with a 15-second interval 
- the starting order is from the worst according to the ongoing GLP evaluation 
- forced break according to the number of registered 
 
Start at 6 km: 11:15 
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 - by category, first younger adolescents, then older adolescents and adolescents 
 - interval start with a 15-second interval 
 - the starting order is from the worst according to the ongoing GLP evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
Meeting of team leaders: 

The club is usually represented by one representative during meetings and draws. All suggestions and 
comments will be addressed at the meeting. Comments made outside the meeting will not be taken into 
account and will not be addressed. The meeting of the leaders will start no earlier than 1 hour before the 
start at the place announced in the start area. 
 
Results and prices: 
 - unofficial results right after the race 
- the official results will be published on the target premises and on the website of the CA SLA 
- decorating the winners, 30 minutes after finishing the last competitor in the finish area on Skalka 
- the first three in each category will be rewarded with a medal and a diploma in kind 
- financial prizes for the category men-jun. and women-jun. for 1p = 30 €, 2p = 20 €, 3p = 10 €. 


